No two individuals experience the world the same way. On a spectrum of inter-individual variability, synesthetes, for instance, experience additional sensations, while schizophrenia patients suffer perceptual deficits. Is there a unifying principle explaining inter-individual variability in perception? Perceptual experience results from inferential processes whereby sensory evidence is weighted by prior knowledge about the world. Different perceptual phenotypes may then stem from different weighting of sensory evidence and prior knowledge.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is a neuropsychiatric disorder that is not only characterized by positive symptoms like hallucinations and delusions, but also by perceptual deficits such as impaired perceptual grouping and object recognition deficits (Doniger et al., 2001; Uhlhaas and Silverstein, 2005; Berkovitch et al., 2017; van de Ven et al., 2017) . On the other end of the spectrum lies synesthesia, a form of altered perception in which specific stimuli (e.g., letters) automatically trigger vivid additional conscious experiences (e.g., color), described as being percept-like (Ward, 2013) . These synesthetic experiences are associated with activation of cortical areas (e.g., color-sensitive) known to process stimulus qualities of the synesthetic concurrent experience (e.g.
van Leeuwen et al., 2010 ; for a review see Rouw et al., 2011) .
Is there a unifying principle that can explain such disparate perceptual phenotypes?
Perceptual experience results from inferential processes whereby sensory evidence is weighted by top-down prior knowledge about the world (Friston, 2005) . Inter-individual differences in how top-down priors are balanced against sensory evidence during perceptual inference may explain differences in perceptual experience (Powers et al., 2017; Karvelis et al., 2018) . A recent study has demonstrated such an imbalance in inferential processes for confidence judgments in schizophrenia, resulting in erroneous metacognition (Jardri et al., 2017) . Confidence, however, does not directly capture the subjective, qualitative aspect of perception (Rosenthal, 2018) . Thus, whether alterations in inferential processing can explain perceptual differences across individuals and patient populations remains unknown.
Here, we focus on schizophrenia and synesthesia and investigate whether alterations in perceptual inference may explain their diverse perceptual phenotypes. In schizophrenia, forward propagation of sensory evidence without appropriate top-down corrective priors may cause overreliance on sensory information (Jardri and Denève, 2013a; Jardri and Denève, 2013b; Sterzer et al., in press) thereby explaining for instance the paradoxical immunity to perceptual illusions observed in schizophrenics (Uhlhaas et al., 2004) . In synesthesia, excess (top-down) priors may explain the experience of concurrent sensations (e.g., color) without actual sensory input (e.g., black letters) (Seth, 2014; van Leeuwen, 2014) . Priors may dominate in synesthesia due to hyperexcitability of (visual) cortex in synesthetes (Terhune et al., 2011; Terhune et al., 2015) ; the resulting noisy sensory processing may cause a stronger reliance on priors than on sensory information. Alternatively, excessive neural communication due to increased white matter connectivity might lead to enhanced top-down propagation of priors (Rouw and Scholte, 2007) . Excess forward propagation (schizophrenia) or excess priors (synesthesia) may then erroneously be re-interpreted along the cortical hierarchy, leading to 'circular inference' (Jardri and Denève, 2013b; Jardri et al., 2017) and help explain insensitivity to perceptual illusions and the emergence of additional percepts, respectively.
We evaluated the weighting of sensory signals and priors in perceptual inference in schizophrenia patients, synesthetes, and controls. We used a well-established visual closure paradigm (Fig. 1A) which relies on perception of contours of letters or symbols in noise (Kleinschmidt et al., 2002; Melloni et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 2016) . Illusory contour perception is vivid, strongly influenced by previous experience (implicit priors) (Wokke et al., 2013) , and believed to rely on cortical NMDA(N-methyl-D-aspartate)-dependent feedback projections (van Loon et al., 2016) . The effect of top-down priors is strongest when sensory input is weak, noisy and ambiguous (de Lange et al., 2018) . We capitalized on this effect to investigate the relative weighting of sensory evidence and priors in perception across the three populations. We hypothesized that if sensory evidence is weighted heavily compared to implicit priors, perception of illusory boundaries is less likely and visibility is low. This may occur in schizophrenics. In contrast, if priors are dominant, perception of illusory boundaries is more likely and concomitantly visibility should be higher. This may occur in synesthetes when confronted with stimuli inducing strong priors, e.g., graphemes.
To test these predictions, we parametrically manipulated sensory evidence (Fig. 1A ) while subjects rated stimulus visibility. To manipulate implicit priors in synesthetes we presented either synesthesia-inducing stimuli (letters/numbers) or neutral stimuli (symbols) (Fig. 1B) . Thus, we expected priors to selectively affect visibility for synesthesia-inducing stimuli in synesthetes, while the neutral condition served as an internal control. For schizophrenia patients, we hypothesized fewer perceived stimuli regardless of stimulus condition due to pervasive overreliance on sensory evidence.
We also evaluated whether additional, explicit top-down priors can normalize perception, i.e., bring schizophrenics' and synesthetes' perception closer to that of controls. For this purpose, we first increased sensory evidence until all stimuli were clearly recognized (Level 4 in Fig 1A) ; from this point on, an explicit prior was available. We then continuously decreased sensory evidence again to test this prior's effect (Kleinschmidt et al., 2002; Melloni et al., 2011; Mayer et 5 al., 2016) . This manipulation allowed us to separately investigate the contribution of implicit, automatic, and explicit priors to perception. While both affect perception their underlying mechanism are thought to differ; and might be independently affected.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty synesthetes (mean age 29.2±8.2 years, 19 females), twenty schizophrenia patients (mean age 39.7±12.4 years, 9 females), and twenty-six control participants (mean age 30.7±7.8 years, 17 females) participated in the study. A subset of 20 controls were specifically matched to the synesthete group in age and gender and an overlapping subset of controls was matched to the schizophrenia patients (all p>.10, see Table 1 ). Age and gender differed significantly between the synesthete and the schizophrenia group (t(38)=-3.08, p<.01 and t(38)=-4.01, p<.001, respectively) and were included as covariates of no interest in all analyses. All participants gave written informed consent prior to the study, in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Medical Faculty at Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany.
All participants completed a short screening questionnaire about their medical history and a test for synesthesia prior to participation (the "Synesthesia Battery", Eagleman et al., 2007;  for procedure see Supplementary Material, for scores see Table 1 ). Synesthetes additionally completed two questionnaires about the spatial location of their synesthesia: the ProjectorAssociator questionnaire (Rouw and Scholte, 2007; van Leeuwen et al., 2010) , and the Illustrated Synesthetic Experience Questionnaire (Skelton et al., 2009) . Controls and synesthetes reported no history of neurological or psychiatric disease, no medication use at the time of the study, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Chronic schizophrenia patients were recruited from the psychiatric out-patient unit of the Clinic Frankfurt-Höchst. All patients fulfilled DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia as verified by a trained psychologist by means of a Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-R (SCID) prior to inclusion. Average disease duration was 14.1±12.9 years; all patients were medicated with atypical neuroleptics. Current psychopathological symptoms were assessed using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) for schizophrenia (Kay et al., 1987) . Scores were obtained for Negative, Positive, Excitement, Cognitive, Depression, and Disorganization subscales (see Table 1 ). Cognitive function was 6 assessed with the German version of the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS) in all subjects (Keefe et al., 2004) , for scores see Table 1 .
Stimuli and Design
We used a perceptual closure task (Kleinschmidt et al., 2002; Melloni et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 2016) in which participants viewed letters, numbers and symbols embedded in a colored noise background. Sensory evidence was parametrically manipulated by varying the noise level of the stimulus (Fig. 1A) with respect to its background in four steps, effectively providing contours for figure-ground segregation thereby controlling for stimulus' visibility. Sensory evidence was first increased during the first 4 trials, thereby increasing visibility, and subsequently decreased, decreasing visibility. The same token (letter, number or symbol) was used across a sequence of 7 trials. Perception is dominated by bottom-up input and implicit priors during the initial, sensory evidence increasing phase of the sequence. In the final, sensory evidence decreasing phase of the sequence, when subjects have recognized the stimuli, explicit top-down priors can aid recognition (Kleinschmidt et al., 2002; Melloni et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 2016) .
Stimuli used in the sequences were such that in synesthetes they could either elicit synesthesia (letters and/or digits), or be neutral, not eliciting synesthesia (symbols). In the synesthesia inducing condition, the background color was congruent with the synesthetic color of the stimuli. For controls and schizophrenia patients none of the stimuli elicited synesthesia. Thus, this manipulation was only relevant for synesthetes and used to elicit their implicit priors.
Example stimuli for both conditions are shown in Fig. 1B . The background color was also randomly assigned to tokens of the neutral, non-synesthetic condition, as symbols did not elicit synesthesia. This prevented precuing a condition (i.e., synesthetic or non-synesthetic condition).
Further details about stimulus selection and presentation are provided in the Supplementary Material and Methods.
A total of 1260 trials were presented in four experimental blocks. On each trial (Fig. 1A and Supplementary Fig. 1A) , participants rated the subjective visibility of the stimuli on a 4-point Perceptual Awareness Scale (PAS) (Overgaard et al., 2006) 
Fitting of psychometric functions
For analyses, responses were recoded into a visibility measure of recognition with categories: Not visible (responses 1 and 2) or Visible (responses 3 and 4). The resulting psychometric data from each participant and condition was fitted with logistic functions, each defined by three parameters: threshold, slope, and fixed lapse-rate (Wichmann and Hill, 2001 ), using the Palamedes Toolbox (Version 1.6.0) for Matlab (http://www.palamedestoolbox.org/). Guess rates were fixed at 0.5 (i.e., chance level) across all subjects and conditions. All three parameters were fitted separately per subject and stimulus condition. Quality of fit for each subject was determined by assessing the square sum of the errors.
Statistical analysis
Fitted threshold and slope values for each participant were submitted to a mixed-repeated measures ANOVA with Group as a between-subject factor (synesthetes, controls, schizophrenia patients) and as within-subject factors Stimulus Condition (synesthesia inducing/neutral) and Phase (sensory evidence increase/sensory evidence decrease). Age and gender were included as covariates of no interest. Data from 5 subjects were removed before statistical analysis because they performed 2 SD below their group mean (2 controls, and 2 schizophrenia patients), or because the curve fitting was of questionable quality (1 control).
Results
Visibility thresholds
Perceptual thresholds differed across groups (F(2,56)=6.89, p<.01), and were further modulated We also evaluated the contribution of explicit top-down priors to perception. We found that while they boosted perception (F(1,56)=5.77, p<.05) by lowering perceptual thresholds in the sensory evidence decreasing condition similarly across schizophrenics, synesthetes, and controls (F(2,56)<1, n.s., Fig. 2 ), they did not override the different perceptual phenotypes that were evident in the increasing sensory evidence phase ( Supplementary Fig. 1B/C) .
Learning of the stimulus set
To determine whether the lowered perceptual threshold in synaesthetes could be explained by the strategic use of their synesthetic colors to infer the hidden stimulus, as opposed to the contribution of an implicit prior, we focus on learning of the stimulus set during the experiment.
We analyzed visibility scores and reaction times (RTs) for the first three instances of each stimulus for synesthetes (N=20) and their matched controls (N=20) (for methods details see Supplementary Methods). While learning commonly occurs during experiments, and thus a main effect of repetition could be anticipated, we focused on an interaction between group, condition, and repetition, which would indicate that learning occurs at a differential rate for synesthetes and specifically for the synesthesia inducing condition, i.e., letters/numbers.
For visibility scores, none of the interactions with Repetition were significant (all p>.10).
As expected, we found a main effect of Repetition (F(2,76)=15.9, p<.001), indicating that stimuli were better recognized with repeated occurrences. A Group x Condition interaction was also present (F(1,38)=7.32, p<.05) confirming our main results of better performance for the synesthetes specifically in the synesthesia inducing condition. For RTs, we only observed a Repetition x Group interaction, F(2,76)=4.00, p<.05), whereby synesthetes exhibited a repetition effect (F(2,38)=9.20, p<.01) while controls did not (F(2,38)=1.39, p=.26). Critically, the effect of repetition in the RTs in synesthetes was not modulated by whether the stimuli elicited a 9 synesthetic experience (interaction of Repetition x Condition (F(2,38)<1)) and there was also no main effect of Group in the RTs (F(1,38) =0.67, p=.42). These results indicate that synesthetes do not appear to make strategic use of their synesthetic color which could explain their lowered psychophysical thresholds in the main experiment. Additional support for this conclusion comes from the analysis of RTs for synesthesia inducing stimuli upon the first encounter of the stimulus, which shows that synesthetes are not faster than controls to recognize synesthesia inducing stimuli at first presentation (see Supplementary Results).
Discussion
The results on perceptual thresholds support the hypothesis that imbalances in perceptual inference may underlie different perceptual phenotypes. While the performance of schizophrenia patients on our perceptual closure task can be explained by an overreliance on sensory evidence, synesthetes appeared to profit from additional implicit priors. Analysis on the learnability of the stimulus set rules out the possibility that the lowered visibility threshold in synaesthetes may be explained by strategic control reinforcing the proposal that enhanced use of implicit priors specific to that population may explain the differences in perceptual threshold.
In schizophrenia, dysfunction of NMDA-receptors has been implicated both in disease progression and symptoms (Snyder and Gao, 2013) . Proper glutamatergic NMDA-receptor mediated signaling is implicated in top-down predictive signals that lead to inhibition of incoming sensory information (Sterzer et al., in press ). Hence, dysfunction of NMDA-receptors could explain perceptual deficits due to an overreliance on sensory evidence not properly counterbalanced by priors. These results are also compatible with the account of circular inference in which sensory evidence may be 'counted' several times (Jardri et al., 2017) . When considering the underlying mechanisms we note that our patients were medicated at the time of study.
Synesthesia is characterized by enhanced white matter connectivity indicative of excessive neural communication (Rouw and Scholte, 2007) . Excess connectivity may be driving the stronger influence of prior information during perceptual inference and explain the lowered visibility thresholds specifically for synesthesia-inducing stimuli. Alternatively, reliance on sensory evidence may be reduced due to hyperexcitability of the cortex (Terhune et al., 2011; Terhune et al., 2015) .
0
Remarkably, while clearly differing in the weighting of implicit priors, schizophrenics and synesthetes profit equally from additional, explicit top-down knowledge to improve perception. Yet, those explicit cues do not normalize perception neither in schizophrenics nor in synesthetes relative to controls. This suggests that additional priors derived from context are not strong enough to overcome the fundamental imbalance that is present in perceptual inference in both conditions.
In summary, we demonstrate that for a spectrum of perceptual phenotypes -from schizophrenia patients to synesthetes -perceptual variability can be explained by differential weighting of bottom-up sensory evidence and top-down priors. Additionally, the results are in line with the hypothesis of circular inference in schizophrenia, extending this framework from deficits in metacognition to inter-individual differences in phenomenological experience.
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